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Abstract: Parents support and facilitate youths’ interest in informal education settings; 

however, this has not been fully explored in all informal contexts. We investigate how family 

interactions influence youth interest during an informal engineering workshop, analyzing one 

family’s interactions using video-based ethnomethodology. Findings show that parents help 

facilitate the development of situational interest and further sustained involvement by bringing 

in new information and encouraging participation through connecting interests to the workshop.  

 
Youths’ exploration of the world around them is supported and influenced by the adults in their lives. Family 

inquiry practices including jointly orienting to a problem and using sensemaking resources can engage children’s 

learning and interest in inquiry (Keifert & Stevens, 2019). Within informal settings, such as museums, workshops, 

or homes, parents scaffold children’s learning and inquiry through conversational techniques (Benjamin, Haden 

& Wilkerson, 2010) and explanations (Fender & Crowley, 2007). They also encourage, support, and facilitate 

children’s interest through gesture, conversation connecting to learning activities, scaffolding intake of new 

information, and engaging in familiar social practices (Zimmerman, Perin & Bell, 2010). Children’s interests can 

be a) continuous interest that the parents build upon both in and outside of specific settings or b) situational 

interest, which is a spike in interest triggered by the context and the child’s engagement. Situational interest is 

discontinuous and novel for the child, but it is based on previous continuous activities or interests (Azevedo, 

2017). The maker movement offers a way to engage in interest-driven learning through the creative production 

and sharing of artifacts (Halverson & Peppler, 2018). However, parental involvement in encouraging situational 

interest has not been fully studied in all informal contexts (e.g., facilitated maker workshops). Therefore, this 

study focuses on analyzing how parent’s interactions with their children impact their situational interest and 

engagement with the project or problem in an engineering maker workshop.  

Methods 
This study centers on a one hour-long workshop focusing on engaging families with elementary aged children in 

engineering principles using littleBits in a nature center that took place as the second iteration of a larger Design 

Based Research project called STEM Pillars. The workshop was organized around the guiding question: “How 

do engineers solve problems?” and the Engineering is Elementary model of Ask-Imagine-Plan-Create-Improve-

Share (Cunningham, 2009). The families investigated littleBits (modular electronics) through open-ended 

exploration, simple problems (i.e., tickler, auto greeter, flashlight, flickering lantern), and a challenge problem 

(i.e., helping neighbors who could not see well). Throughout the workshop families shared their inventions with 

the other attendees and the STEM expert facilitator. A team of researchers collected video and audio data (5 hours 

of video; 4 hours of audio) and field notes. Out of the seven families (10 adults, 8 children: ages 6-10) that attended 

the workshop, we focus on one focal family, Lawrence (age 6) and his father Jax, because of their strong 

interactions and engagement throughout the workshop. 

We analyzed the recordings using ethnomethodology (Koschmann, Stahl & Zemel, 2007). Through this 

analysis, we identified key moments for further analysis by focusing on the family interactions that influenced 

youth engagement in the workshop present within the videos and content logs. The clips were transcribed and 

analyzed through group and individual viewing sessions.  

Findings 
Situational interest (Azevedo, 2017) is driven by environmental factors, both by the context and by the interactions 

between participants. The activities and interactions of Lawrence and his father illustrate how situational interest 

can be triggered and encouraged by parental involvement—bringing in new information from materials, prompts, 

or explanations and supporting children’s interests through conversation and gesture (Zimmerman et al., 2010). 

Lawrence’s situational interest in engineering practices was triggered by creating an invention with his father to 

answer the prompt: “Help your neighbors who cannot see well – elderly people, young children or people with 

disabilities”. Jax translated this prompt it into a sample goal connected to Lawrence’s interests that he could work 

toward: bringing in new information (“They need an alarm, that gives a sound, when someone enters the room”). 

Based on this goal Lawrence had the idea to have the lights act as an alarm, animatedly gesturing to his glasses 
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 and eyes when explaining how to make the light “go in their eyes better”. This, in turn, inspired Jax who used 

gesture to explain his idea to have the light attached to the person’s glasses. As they placed the littleBit light onto 

Lawrence’s glasses, Lawrence’s facial expressions and body language indicated excitement, showcasing his 

triggered situational interest, which was enhanced by his father’s interactions. 

Situational interest is both discontinuous, sparked by something in the environment, and continuous, 

based on previous continuous activities and interests (Azevedo, 2017). Lawrence began the workshop interested 

in inventing, supported by his father’s engagement with both the questions the expert posed and with Lawrence’s 

ideas. His continuous interest was encouraged through his father’s explanations of the mechanics and electricity 

behind the functionality of the littleBits as they explored. In one episode, after Jax stated that they invented a fan, 

Lawrence asked “How?”. Throughout Jax’s explanation Lawrence followed up, engaging with gesture and 

touch—pointing to parts of the invention they were discussing to further illustrate the electricity following through 

it. Jax helped to encourage Lawrence’s engagement and interest in inventing while connecting their inventions to 

the bigger concept of electricity. This continuous engagement helped support Lawrence’s later situational interest 

that was sparked by his and his father’s eyeglasses light invention.  

After situational interest was sparked, it appeared in future interactions in different forms (Azevedo, 

2017). This can be seen in the ways that Lawrence interacts with his invention through engineering processes like 

sharing and iterating, and how his father influences this interest. When Jax encouraged Lawrence to share his 

invention with everyone, Lawrence’s gestures and facial expressions indicated that he was excited, yet he hesitated 

several times once standing up to share, even saying that Jax should be the one to explain the invention. Jax 

reiterated that Lawrence should share the invention, but he comes up with Lawrence and offers his support through 

the whispered words “I’m here” and placing his arm unobtrusively on Lawrence’s side to indicate his presense 

while not undermining his son’s authority. This supported Lawrence to share his invention with confidence.  After 

sharing, Lawrence’s interests in refining and iterating on his invention continued. He asked questions and posed 

alternate scenarios to puzzle out how to make the invention better. Later in the workshop, he asked “But what if 

they hold it not onto the doorknob? And just opened it up by the door if it opened like back in?”, troubleshooting 

the use of a pressure sensor placed on the doorknob. He and his father experimented with a light sensor, exploring 

its functionality with and without the pressure sensor also attached to the invention to refine their invention. 

Lawrence’s continued engagement with his invention illustrated how situational interests develop after they are 

triggered and how continued engagement is influenced by parental involvement. 

Conclusion 
The case study of Lawrence and Jax during an hour-long engineering workshop illustrated how situational interest 

(Azevedo, 2017) can be supported through parents bringing in new information around workshop activities and 

guiding participation by connecting interest to the workshop goals (Zimmerman, Perin & Bell, 2010). Lawrence’s 

interest in engineering processes used in creating an invention that allowed people who could not see well to know 

when someone was coming in the room was aided by his father’s support before, during and after the event that 

triggered this situational interest. The implications of these findings are key in designing environments where 

parents are supported to encourage children’s interest in STEM in various informal learning contexts.    
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